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SUMMARY

The perfomance of flame arresters cansisting of metal or po~lchloride
sheeting or blocks, perforated with circular holes, has been investigated. The
arresters were mounted in horizontal tubing systems of various lengths filled
with flammable propane/air mixtures which could be ignited either at the open end
or at the closed end of the tube. The velocity of the flame that was just
quenched by an arrester was direatly proportional to the thiclmess of the arrester
and varied inversely with the size of the holes in the arrester. No significant
differences were found in the flame quenching 8.bilities of brass and
po~lchloridesheeting, under the conditions of test. The behaviour of
arresters cansisting of brass sheeting perforated by a single circular hole was
erratic, when compared vdth that of similar arresters perforated by multiple holes.

A comparison is made between the behaviour of perforated metal and wire gauze
arresters. Some theoretical cansideration is given to the behaviour of the
perforated arresters.
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THE FUNDAMENrAL STUDY OF FLAME ARRESTERS:
PERFORATED SHEErING AND BLOCK ARRESTERS

by

K.N. Palmer and P.S. Tonkin

Introduction

This note describes investigations of the behaviour of blocks and sheets 9f
metal and polyvinylchloride perforated with circular holes as arrest.;rs for flames
propagating along straight smooth-walled tubes. In previous reports\1,2,3) the
behaviour of wire ganze arresters in similar systems was described and the present
WON was carried out in order to extend the range of arresters investigated.
Both perforated metal sheeting and wire gauze arresters are used in industrial
plant, for instance they are frequently installed in the vent pipes and valves
of storage tanks for flammable liquids. The tests with polyvi.nylchloride sheeting
were made to compare the perfonnance of arresters of different thennal properties,
although the polyvinylchlorid.e arresters are unlikely to be of much practical use
due to the ease with which they distort and melt. The perforated metal block:
arresters were tested in order to study the effect of substantially increasing
the thickness of the arrester, and also because they approached in desil!P crimped
ribbon arresters but were more convenient to use experimentally. The tests with
metal block: arresters gave infonnation that was later used in discussing the
behaviour of crimped ribbon arresters, which are of considerable industrial
importance. This worle with crimped arresters is being reported separately.
Finally a short investigation was made of the flame quenching properties of th:!-n
metal plates perforated with a single hole, for comparison with the behaviour of
the perforated metal plates, which contained multiple holes of the same diameters.

The experimental technique was the same as that with wire gauze arresters;
the velocity of' the flame as it approached the arrester was measured by means. of.
a drum camera. The camera record also showed whether or not the flame passed
through the arrester. Tests were carried out under- two conditions of combustioJi.:
in one the flame approach.reI the arrester from the open end. of the tube towards
the closed end, and in the other the flame propagated f'rom the closed end towards
the open end and was thus propagating through a fast-moving glS stream when the
flame reached the arrester. . .

"."
Experim\mtal

•

Materials and apparatus

The perforated sheeting was a commercial product and consisted of brasa or
po~lchloride perforated with regularly-spaced circular holes. The holes .
ha:.d 900 edges and were pezpendicular to the surface of the sheet. In all c!wes'
except one the pattern of' spacing of the holes was Pattern A, see Fig.l, but'm
one case Pattern B was supplied; details of the dimensions and spacing of the
holes are talmlated beloW, (Table 1). The diameters of the holes were ~te
to :t 0.2" but the acCllI'llOy of' the spacing distances (a and b) depended upon the
diameter of the hole. With diameters not greater, than 0.175 em the values of'
a and b were constant to within :t 0.", but with the larger holes the tol~ce
rose to :t l.~. The talmlated values of' a and b are means of' at least three
determinations. These lengths are respectively the least and the greatest distance
between the centres of neighbouring holes, measured at right angles to each other.,
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Table 1

Characteristics of the perforated brass and
polyvin,ylch1oride sheet:ing

Diameter of Thickness of a b Area of hole
Material hole (d) sheeting (y) Pattern (Fig. 1) (Fig. 1) :in unit area

em em em em of sheet:ing
.. z;: • " .

Brass 0.559 0.124- A 0.84-3 1.42 O.u
" 0.340 0.118 A 0.442 0.764 0.54
" 0.175 _0.073 A 0.283 0.466 0.37
" 0.100 0.072 A 0.176 0.291 0.31
" 0.055 0.046 A 0.112 0.180

,
0.24-

PoV.C. .' 0.339 0.129 A 0.454 0.793 0.48
" 0.174 6.087 A 0.259 0.450 o.u
" 0.065 0.059 B 0.149 0.159 0.14

The two sets of perforated blocks were also made :in brass with holes
of diameters 0.340 and 0.175 em ar.ranged :in the same pattern as the
corresponding perforated brass sheet:ing (Table 1). Each set of blocks
consisted of five units, each 1.00 em thick and 7.6 em :in diameter, that
could be placed :in contact. so that the holes were accurately aligned. By
means of this arrangement arresters from 1 to 5 em :in thickness were ava.iJ.
able :in two sizes of perforation.

The brass plates perforated with a s:ingle cimula.r hole were also 7.6 em
in diameter; the other dimensions are given :in Table 2. The accuracy of
measurement was the same as with the plates perforated with multiple holes.
In each plate the centre of the hole was 1.1 em from ·the centre of the plate.

Table 2--
Details of the' brass plates perforated by a s:ingle hole

.
Diameter of hole (d) em 0.559 .. 0.340 0.175 0.100 0.075 0.055

Thickness of plate (y)- em 0.144- 0.157 0.151 0.156 0.154- 0.160

., ,:;:.,

The tube used for the--eXplosions was mounted horizontal:I;y and was of
perspex, the :inte:ma.l diameter being 6.4 cm and the wall thickness being
0.6 em. The length of the tube and the position of the a.=ester were
changed for different exper:iJDental conditions; details of these arrange
ments are given in Fig. 2. The wide range of' run-ups (IJ, Fig.2Y between
the igniter and the arrester was required becense the velocity of' approach
of the flame was not varied by changing the mixture composition, as was done
:in previous experiments. Instead the mixture oomposition was maintained
constant during a group of tests and the flame velocity was varied by
alter:ing the run-up. In the tests with the brass plates perforated by a
single hole, carried out with the igniter at the open end of the tube only,
the end of the tube at L (Fig.2) was closed by a rubber bung :instead of the
usual metal fitting. By this means the pressure developing in the tube
KL when the flame passed through the arrester was vented safely as the bung
became dislodged. The other types of aITeSter were sufficiently poroUs to
make this precantion unnecessary.

•

•
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. A~.sl1ff:i,ci~tly high fl8l!le velocities were not o1>ta.i.ned with the usualopen
tube. a.=angement to rigorously test the 4. and. 5_cm thick brass. block arresters
with 0.l75.em holes, a few experiments were oa=ied out in which the flame velocity
was boosted artificially. The booster cansisted of the brass plate with the single
0.559 em hole (Table 2) since this produced the maximum effect. This plate was
installed 116 em from the open end of the tube and the arrester under test was
placed 30.5 em further along the tube towards the closed end; the distance
between the test arrester and the closed end was 6l em. Between the test arrester
and the booster a 2i in. B.S. pipe tee was installed so that when the flame had
passed through the booster the exhaust gases could vent to atmosphere along the
stem of the tee which was only a few centimetres in length, and the axis of which
was at right angles to the explosion tube.

The propane used as fuel was specified by the manufacturers as being at least
97 per cent pure; it was mixed with atmospheric air in the preparation of the

""i explosive gas mixtures.

Measurements of flame velocities near tbe arrester were made using a rotating
drum camera; the speed of the drum was calibrated electronically by means of a
time period counter. The camera did not photograph the flame directly but via two
plane mirrors which reflected the top surface of the tube into the camera. The
camera lens was focllssed at a point 2.l em below the interior top surface of the
tube (l.l em above the axi.'3 of' the tube). The reason for this arrangement was that
when viewed from above :In a horizontal tube the flame appears more symmetrioal
than when viewed :fran the side. Also, the foremost part of sl.ow flames propagated
about a centimetre above t.he axiB of the -tube.

Procedur8

The arresters were in tbe fom of oircoiJ.ar discs or blocks whose diameter
equaJ.led that of the outside of the tube. Before use the arresters were washed in
carbon tetrachloride to remove oil and grease, and after drying they were inserted
in the tube; the j1mction between the arrester and the tube was then sealed with
transparent tape. The gas mi1Cture was me-tered through the tube, allowing about
ten changes of gas :In the tube, and the supply was then out off. The q¢escent gas
mixture in the tube was ignited by an induction spark :from a small coil and the
movement of the flame near the arrester was recorded by the drum camera. The
velocity of the flame was measured at apoint l.5 em from the arrester on tho
approach side, althO"J.g!l the veloci'ty of approach was usually constant (Ner severaJ.
centimetres near the arrester. The flame velocity was calculated :from measurements
of the slope of the flame f'rant on the photographic record and the speed of
rotation of the camera drum. The vaJ.ue obtained was of course the velocity
relative to the tube, and not necessarily relative to the gas.

Results

Two series of tests were carried out with arresters made from perforated brass
Sheeting and with the igniter near the open end of the tube; the results for the
first series us:lng 4 per cent propan~air m.i.xtu:!:"es (stoichiometric) are given in
Fig.3. The results for the second series, using 2.75 per cent propane/'air mixtures
(0.69 x stoichiometric), are given in Fig.4. In both Figures the flame velocity
is plotted against the diameter of the aperture on logarithmic scales, and
distinction is made as to whether or not the flame passed through the arrester.
Details are also given of the various -tube l.engths used in each seri~s of test..'l"
in generaJ. the flame Velocity increased as the nm=1Ip length (IJ, Fig.2) was' s

increased, although there was a good deal of overlapping of the flame velocities
obtained with neighbouring run-up lengths. The results of tests carried out under

r the same oOllditians with·perforated po~lchloride arresters are given in Fig.5
and 6. When the po~lC',hloridearresters quenched a flame they appeared to be
quite undamaged, as were the perforated brass arresters. However if the



polyvinylchloride arresters failed to quanch the flame considerable cha.=i.ng
and melting could oceur-, whereas the brass arresters remained unaffected.

The results of tests wij;h brass block arresters of various thicknesses
are shown in Fig.7 and 8; in both cases the igniter was situated near the
open end of the tube. In order to save space only, the greatest velocity at
which a flame was quenched and the lellSt velocity at which it passed through
the arrester are represented in Fig.8, each pair of points is joined by a ,
vertical line. If only ane of the points was obtained it is shown in
isolation. Two propane;air m~s were again used, and both sets of blocks,
perforated with holes 0.175 end 0.340 em in diameter, were investigated
although the number of tests with the 2.75 per cent propan!¥'air mixture in
conjunction with the arrester having the smaller holes wa.s restricted
because of the difficulty in photograph:ing fast dim flames. All 4 per cent
propan!¥'air flames easily passed through the arrester with 0.340 em diameter
holes and the results are not shown graph:i.caJJy. Some. of the h.igh velocity
flames in Fig.7 were obtained using artif'ioiaJ. bOQSting, as desori1::led
earlier. As the conditions of test were not the same as in i;b.e maj()rity
of experiments the resuJ.ts are ma:rlced separatel,y on the graph. Also
inclUded in Fig.7 and 8 are the results obtained with perforated brass
plate arresters with the same sized holes (Fig.3 end 4).

In all the tests so far with brass block arresters each bloak was in
contact with its neighboUrs so that the walls of the perforations were
cantinuous through the arrester. The effect of introducing a gap between
neighbour:lng partS of the arrester was also studied. The arrester wa.s built
up f:rom two brass blocks, each 1.0 em thick and with 0.175 em diameter holes,
and they were separated by a perspex ring 2.55 em in depth. This
combination was inserted in the explosion tube and tested in the usual.
manner, using 4 per cent propane/air flames. The velocity of the flame that
was just ahle to pass through the :first block, but which was quenched by the
second block, was ahout 1000 c:m/s; the flame that was just ahle to pass
through both blockB travelled at ahout J800 c:m/s, These velocities are close
to those obtained for blocks in contact (Fig.7) end are in fact slightl,y
lower. It follows tha.t for practical purposes the efficiency of the
arrester was not increased by the introduct:l.on of the gap.

The results obtained with brass b'l.ock arresters in contact and with
the igniter situated near the closed end of the tube are given in Fig.9.
where the velocity of the flame relative to the tUbe is plot·ted on
logarithmic axes against the thickness of the arrester. The gas mixture
was 4 per oent propane/air and the diameter of the holes in the arrester
was 0.175 em. In these tests the gas m;ixture was -streaming through the
arrester when the flame arrived, due to the expansion of the gas behind the
flame caused by the combustion. Wheo the flame reached the arrester its
velocity relative to the gas was cansiderabl,y less than its velooity
relative to the tube. This point is di.sC'.JSsed later.

Two main series of tests were carr:ied ou·t w:i.th brass plate arresters
perforated by a single hole, and the results are shown in Fig.J,Q and 11.
In each series the igniter was at the open end of the tube. It may be seen
that the flame velocities obtained were lower than in corresponding tests
with brass sheeting arresters perforated by multiple holes, and that with
some sizes of aperture the quenching of the flame appeared to be much less
dependent on the velocity of approach of the flame than was the case with
the other arresters. Wi.th the smaller diameter apertures the flame tended
to be quenched even when propagating at a relativel,y high velocity.
Additional tests to those represented in Fig.lO end 11 Were carried out in
which a thin wire was stretched diametrically across the aperture in the
plate; it was thought that the wire could act as a flame-holder and enahle
the flame to stahilise itself dn the neighbourllOod of the aperture and that
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more cansisten~ results might be obtained. In fact, however, no significant
change in the results was observed, The tests were carri.ed out with the disc with
t.he 0.1'75 em hole (Table 2), using a stoichiometric gas mi.'ltture, and with a
38 S.W.G. wire in cont~t with the disc on the approach or the departure side or
with the wire fixed 3 mm away from the disc on the departure side. The plate with
the 0.559 em diameter hole was tested with 2.75 per cent propane/air mixtures, with
the wire in contact w.i.th the plate either on the approach or on the departure side.

It was also noted that on someocc.asiana when the flame passed through the
arrester the velocity of t.he departing flame was considerably higher than the
approach v!,locity, and that frequently a loud report was also obtained. This
increase in flame velocity was used to produce fas~mav:ing flames in testa with
brass block arresters, described above. The high velocity flames were not
sustained indef':l.ni:tely if' produced in a 1.=g t.ube, after propagating for a me·tre
or so the vel<:lCity diminished to more 'USual values.

Discussion

Perforated sheeting arresters

The results for the arresters made :f'rom perf'orated brass and polyvinylchloride
sheeting, represented in Fig. 3=6, show a clearly~def':ined dependence of the flame
q'.tench:ing abil:l.ty of the arres·ter upon the velocity of approach of' the flame. For
each size of aperture there was a. critical velocity of approach of' the flame below
which it was quenched by the arrester and above whi.ch :it passed through. The
critical velocity increased as the apertur~ size diminished. Similar behaviour was
found previously with wire gauze arresters\1,2,3) although with gauzes the critioal
velooity was not quite so olear1,.;r de:f':ined.

The relation between the veloci"ty of' approach of the flame that is just
quenched, the diameter of the aper'ture<, and the thiC'..kness of the pla·t;e is d:laoussed
in Appendix A. The argument i.'l simi.1ar :in pIi-!.lciple ·to that already puhlished for
wire gauze arresters under- simi.lar conditions\ 1) • It is assumed tha:t the quenching
of the flame was an ef'f'ec't canaed by' transfer of heat f:rom the flame to the
arrester, so that if' more than a certain oritic:a.1. amount of hea.t were removed the
flamfl would be> quenched. The amOU!l.t of heat removed from the flame by the arrester
was calculated in tenns of' th.e velocity, temperature and the thicJmess of the
flame, and the dimension.a of the arrester, from the convective heat trsnsfer data
given in standa't'd textbooks. The amOUllt of heat to be removed from the flame for
quenching was taken from publiljhed results for propane flames on a f'l.at flame
bumezo. The previo1m equation(l) was based on the assumption that the wire gauze
arresters were an assemb1,.v of sing1.e wire,s, whereas the present equations assume
that the arresters were assemblies of' apert;ures,. Thi.s Leads to dif'f'erent values
for the heat transfer coeffl.cient, since in. the former case intera.ctians between
wires were neglected and this appro'lClJna:tioIl i.e not required in the latter case.
Apart from this difference the basic argument is the same in both cases. In the
present theozy two condd,tit:xl&'2 were cOlJ.':!:1.dered: firstly where aU the flame front
was reckoned to be quenched by the wallt! iu the apertures tb:rtmgh the ars-esber-,
and none by the blank face of the arrester, and secondly where only that' portion of
the flame :£'rant direCltly opposed to the aperture was quencll.ed by the walls, the
remainder being extinguished at the blank face. In practice the behaviour of the
arresters shouJ.d lie between these two limit:lng cases, further disoussion i.s given
in Appendix A. The result'ing Equations (Al and A2, Appendix A) are represented by
broken lines in Fig.3~6.

It may be aeen from Fig.3-6 that there is fair agreement between the
experimental resul'ts and t.he pred:l.(jted oritical values of flame velocities at which
the arresters just fail. In each case Equation Al underestimates ~ oritical
velocities for arresters with small. holes (diameters not more than 0.1 om), whereas
Equation A2 tends to overestimate the oritioa,1, velocities. Equati,an Al is :in
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better a.g;oeement with experiment when arresters with large apertures are
considered, but often the theory overest1.mates the perfonnance of arresters
with large apertures. It is not possiple to disce:rn in the experimental
results e:ny systematic variation wi·th the material of the arrester, and
according to Appendix A none would be expected. As both the thermal,
conductivities and the thennal diffusivities of 'brasa and polyvinylchloride
differ by factors of about 500 e:ny dependence of the :flame quenching
properties on the composition of th~ arresters ought to be noticeable. The
reasons for the discrepancies between the experimental results and tIle
predictions of Equations Al and A2 are probably connected with the
approximations involved in the derivation of the Equations. In particular
there was a large temperature difference between the :flame and the arrester
wall and it was assumed that the viscosity of the gas was a constant mean
value across the diame·ter of the aperture of the arrester. In addition the
diameter was always greater than the thickness of the arrester (Table 1) so
that entrance effects are therefore probably appreciable.

In attempts to obta.in better agreement with experiment several heat
transfer mechanisms based on the transient state were considered. It was
thought that the quenching of the :flame might be due to tranaim·t heat loss
either through the suri'ace of a. hemispherical :flamelet into the unbu:rnt gas,
or by canduction through the gas to the walls of the apertures of the
arrester (assuming no gas movement), or due to heating up the gas bo~
layer in the apertures of the arrester (asStlllling the gas to be in motion).
In no case was the agreement with experiment as good as that obtained with
Equations Al and A2.

,..- Perforated block arresters

The results for perforated brass block arresters again show that the
velocity of the flame as it approached t.be arrester from the open end of the
tube is an important factor in detennining whether or not i.t was quenched
(Fig.7 and a). There was a maI'ked increase in the flame quenching ability.
of the arrester as its thickness was increased. The behaviour of the
arresters, predicted by Equation Al, is represented :m Fig.7 and a by broken
l:lnes. The line in Fig.7, for arresters with holes of diameter 0.175 em and
for stoichiometrio mixtures, is in good agreement with experiment over a very
wide range of arrester thicknesses. The line for the same arrester in Fig.a,
for 2.75 per cent mixtures, is in reasonable agreement with experiment,
although fewer and less rel:l.abl.e results were obtaineii, as described above.
With the arrester with 0.34 em diameter holes, however, the predicted line
oonsiderahly overestimates the behaviour of the arrester at all thicknesses.
The reason for this is not clear.

When the igniter was at the closed end of' the tube the unbmnt gas
ahead of the :f'1eme attained high velocities, owing to the expansion ca:used
by the combustion. As a result entrance effects in the apertures through the
arrester might be expected. to become more imPortant, since the inlet length
required to set up the bounda2y laJrdr i8 proportiana~ 'co the Reynolds number.
These effects were not oonsidered :in the derivation of Equations Al and A2.
However, the line oalculated :f'= Equation Al is :m fai.r agreement with the
results (Fig.9), although overestimating the e:f:t"ioacy of the arresters, but
it prediots that the veloci.ty of the flame that i.s just quenched shouJ.d
inorease linearly' with the thickness of the arrester, and this is bome out
by the results. In deriv:mg Equation Al H was assumed that the gas flow
through the arrester was streamline, a1.tbO'J.gh it is of course turbulent in
the explosion tube, and this assumption seems ·to be j1.Wtif'ied by experiment.
If the flow through the arrester were taken to be turbulent the velooity of
the :flame that was just quenched would be expected to inorease with the fifth
power of the thickness of the arrester, and this would seriously overestimate
the effioacy of thick arresters. If turbulent flow through the arrester

\'

r,
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could be produced it would presumably lead to a marked increase in the arresting
power.

Brass plates perforated by a single hole

In the results obtEdned with these arresters (Fig.lO and n), with ignition
near the open end of' the tube, it was sometimes impossible to stipulate a velocity
of approach of' the :name above which the flame was not quenched, as was possible
with plates and blocks having multiple holes. Thus frequently with the arresters
having a single hole flames were quenched when propagating at velocities which
would be sufficient to enable them to pass through the other types of' arrester.
There was even a case where a stoichiometric flame f'ailed to pass thrqug/l an
aperture 0.56 em in diameter (Fig.10), whereas the quench:ing diametertl1) is only
0.28 em. In no case did flames pass more easily through the arresters with a single
hole than through corresponding arresters with multiple holes. It was also
noticeable that the f'lame velocities at the arrester where substantially lower than
in tests with multiple holed arresters in the same tube and with the same flammable
mixture.

As the arresters contained only one hole, small in diameter, relative to that
of' the tube, they would tend to encourage the f'ormation of' a node in the acoustic
vibrations excited in the tube by the moving :name. At the node there is no
movement of' the gas and the flame propagates relatively slowly and unif'ormly.
Before arriving at the arrester the :name had been moving more rapicDy. 'Consequently
any slight compression ahead of' the flame due to the acceleration of the com1?Ustion
products would tend to be released as the f'lame neared the arrester, and as the
area of' aperture was small compared with that of the t1.\be the gas velocities through
the aperture could be much higher than when plates with multiple holes were used,'
The relative movement of' flame and gas through the arrester could theref'ore be' r. ,

quite different to that wit.h the other arresters; further work involving the
measurement of' both gas and flame velocities is needed.

Comparison with wire gauze arresters

Sufficient inf'ormation is now available to allow a brief' comparison of' the
merits of' wire gauze and perforated sheeting or block arresters. With both types
of' arrester it is the velocity of' approach of the flame that is a major factor in
detennining whether the :name will pass through a given arrester. As the velocity
of the :name depends upon the geometry of' the tube along which it propagates, this
geometry must clearly be taken into account when considering the installation of
these arresters. The position of possible explosion relief' vents relative to likely
sources Of ignit)ion is also important. The experiments described in this Note and
elsewhere 1,2,3' show that wire gauze and perforated metal sheeting, of' types
easily available commercially, have comparable eff'ectiveness in acting as flame
arresters. With holes less than 0.1 em across, the perforated sheeting is slight=!-Y
more ef'fective than gauze, but with coarser grades the position may be reversed.
From the practical point of v:!,ew there are other f'actors to be considered in the
choice of material for flame arresters; f'or instance the mechanical strength, the
thermal capacity, and the cheapnesa of' proposed arresters must also be taken into
account.

The behaviour of the two types of arrester is not lllwayB similar. when coarse
gauzes are built into regular packs, with the meshes aligned, the effectiveness of'
the compound arrester is greater than t.hat of a single ~e, but does not continue
indefinitely to increase with the thicJmess of' the packl.l). With metal blocks
perforated with holes of about the same size there is a regular increase in efficacy.
The relation between the thicJmess of' the metal block arresters and the velocities
of'the flames they are' just able to quench can be applied to crimped ribbon arresters,
which are widely used in industry. This is the subject of a further Note.
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Conclusions

1. Tests on flame arresters consisting of sheets or blocks perforated
with multiple circular holes have been carried out with the arresters
mounted in straight horizontal tubing systems. For each arrester there
was a critical value of the velocity of approach of the flame below
which the flame was quenched and above which it passed through the
a=ester.

2. Provided that the diameter of the holes in the arrester was less
than the quenching diameter for the f')emmab1e mixture, the velocity of_
the flame that was just quenched was proportional to the thickness of
the arrester. This relation held whether the gas was ignited at the open
or the olosed end of the tube.

3. As the diameter of the apertures in the arresters was reduo~d,

faster flames could be quenched. The velooity of the flame that was just
quenched was inversely proportional to the 1.5-2 power of the diameter.

4. No significant dii'ferences were f01.Uld in the flame quenching ability
of arresters made in brass or polyvinylchloride sheeting. Under the
conditions of test, therefore, the flame quenching ability of the arrester
did not depend upon its thennal properties.

5. Brass plate arresters perforated by a single hole did not show a
clear-cut relatiarl between the flame quenching and the velocity of
approach of the flame. Reasons for this behaviour were discussed.

6. SiDlp1e theoretical treatments of the quenching of flames by
perforated sheeting and block arresters were in reasonable agreement with
experiment.
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Notation

~~
d
K
n
q

j
Q
S
Th
To
v
V
x
Xo
Y
Nu
Pr
Re

.-

Spacing of the apertures in the arresters (Fig.l).

Diameter of aperture.
Themal conductivity.
Number of apertures in unit area of arrester face.
Heat absorbed by unit area of arrester.
Heat lost by unit area of' flame.
standard burning velocity.
Mean temperature of flame gases in arrester.
Temperature of' the arrester.
Gas velocity along the explosion tube.
Flame velocity, relative to the unbumt gas.
Mean thiclmess of flame propagating at velocity V.
Thiclmess of' flame propagating at burning velocity S.
Thickness of arrester.
Nusselt number.
Prandtl number.
Reynolds number•



The symbols are de:f'ined on page 9.
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Appendix A

The case is considered of a flame propagating along the explosion tube
"t9wards an arrester of thickness y perforated w;i.th holes of diameter a.
':rl1e velocity of the flame as it propagates alang the tube is the fI1.llIl of V,
the velQCity of. '!;he flame relative to the gas, and v, the velocity of the
~ relative to the tub.e. In the e:x:perimeni;s measurements were made of.
lV + v). When ignition was at the open end of the tube the assump'tion was
made that. owing to the movement of e.r;panded e:xh!U1St gases out of the tube,
and to the acoustio vibrations excited by the flame, the tmbumt gas was
slil9ltly. compressed ahead of the flame and the motion of the gas was
sufficient to establi..6h a boundary l~er in the passages through the
arrester. When ignition was at the closed end of the tube the gas was
streaming rapidly through the arrester when the flame arrlved. It m~.be.

shown that the flow of the flame gases of 4 per cent propanelair mixtures
wm be stream] ine (Re..( 2000) througb. apertures 0.175 an in diameter so
lang as the velocity of the flame relative to the tube (V + v) is less than
5500 cnv's. Thus about half the reauJ.ts shown in Fig.9 oome in this region
and most of the remainder are in the region of transition to turbulent flew.
It has been aaauaed that the flow was streamJJne, whether the flame originated
at the open or at the olosed end of the tube and that the botmdary layer was
:Nlly developed, i.e. that entranl1ie effects oouJ.d be neglected. This latter
approximation is discussed below.

Then the rate of' hea.t transfer per unit area of aperture wall is(4,5)

2.l)C (Th - To)

d

Now assuming the apertures are sufficiently olose tog"lther for the
distribution of waJ~ area to be oca~sidered uniform~ the rate of heat transfer
per tmit frontal area of arrester is 2.lJK (Th - ToFi'ny.

If' the flame is of thickness x (x> y) and travels at velocity (V + v)
it is in canta.ct with the arrester for a tilne _~ J so the total heat

V+ v
transferred to tmit area of arrester = q = 2.1$1f ny (Th - TO> {V: Vi

The velocity of propagation.of the flame is proporti~ to its surface
area, and a flat flame propagates a.t the adiabatic buming velocity S. As
the velocity of the flame relative to the ~ is V, each square centilnetre
of arrester is opposed on the average by Vis cm2 of flame, i.e. Q = q Sly.
The thickness of the flame, :1:, is gove:med by the velocity of the chemioaJ.
reactions in the flame. If the flame is propagating at velocity V, greater
than S, the thickness of the flame is inoreased by a factor ViS. i.e.
: = Xc
V S

So that (v + v) = 2.4m{ny (Th - To)

Q/Xc
Although Equation AI appeal'S to be independent of d, the aperture

diameter, it is not so because n is a function of d.

Equation AI represents a lilniting case in which aD. the flame front
is reckoned to be quenched by the w~ in the apertures through the arrester,
and none by the blank faoe of the arrester. In the other liJniting case only
that portion of the flame front directly opposed to the aperture is quenched
by the walla, the remainder being extinguished at the blank face. In practice
the conditions for the latter case, in which the apertures are sufficiently
widely spaced not to interact, are probably modified since some of the flame
front near to the aperture, but not directly opposed, m~ enter the aperture.
The area of flame front to be quenched in the aperture is then larger than
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the area of cross-section of the aperture. These conditions are intermediate
between these for the two limiting cases.

"." d2
ConSidering then the limiting case when on1¥ an area T of flame is quenched

in each aperture.

= 2.10':' Ky(Th - To) :It
V+v

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• A2and (v + v) = 9.6 Ky (Th - To)

d2 Q/Xc

In the derivations of Equations Al and A2 any entrance effects in the apertures
of the arrester were neglected. This approximation would be inaccurate with
perforated plate arresters, where the diameter of the aperture alw~ exceeded the
thickness of the arrester; in tests with these arresters the igniter was alw~
near to the open end of the tube. When the igniter was at the closed end of the
tube, metal block arresters were 1P.Ied, and entrance effects would again be
expected. Coulson and Richa.rdson~4) give the following empirical equation to deal
with entrance ef'f'ects:

d 1/3Nu = J..62 (Re.Pr• ?
but as the numerical value of (V + v) obtained after employing this equaUon was
close to that given by Equation Al for metal block arresters the detailed argument
is not given'in this Note.

Caloulation

Information is available fi'I:lm various aourees (1,6,7,8,9) on adiabatic flame
temperatures and other thermal properties. The following values were taken for
4'per cent propanele:1r flames: Th = 2OQOOK, K = 2.9 x 5.8 x 10-5 ca1/cm/s/'1<,
Q/Xc = 2.32 x 10-2 ca1/cm3. Con-esponding values for 2.75 per cent propane/air
flames are: Th = 1800OK, K = 2.75 x 5.8 x 10"'5 ca1/cm/s/OK, Q/xc = 8.92 x 10-3
caJ/em3. .

In both cases To = 290OK, and values of. n were calcuJ.ated fi'I:lm Table 1.

The caloulated values of (V + v), the vel,oeity of the flame relative to the
tube, are included as broken l:mes in Fig.3-ll.

'.

Estimation of quenching diameter

In the derivation of Equations Al and A2 i-t was assumed that the zone of the
flame that needed to be cooled for quenclU.ng to occur was thicker than the arrester
(i.e. x) y). If the flame were thinner than the arrester (x < y) then onJ.¥ a
length x of the aperture wall would be employed at any given instant in cooling
the flame; the effective thickness of the arrester would be rednced to x, AB the
flame a.c1vanced, further heat would be released as f':resh gas entered the cambuation
zone. Now the quenching d:i.ameter for a gas mixture m!l¥ be regarded as the minimum
diameter of the tube along which a flame 1jravelling at the standard burning veloeity
5 is just able to propagate indefinitelyllO).

i.e. V =5, Y = Xc, and since the flame is laminar and is propagating :t'n:lm
the open end of the tube v has been neglected in comparison with 8.

Then from Equation A2 d2 = 9.6 KXo (Th - TaL

5 Q/Xc

For 4 per cent propane/air m:i:xtures(19) 8 = 4J. cnv's and Xc is approximately(2)
0.04 em, giving d = 0.34 em. The experimental determ:ination(ll) is 0.28 em. If
d is greater than the quencl:dng diameter then the heat lost by unit volume. of :flame
(Q/:xo) is reduced and becomes insufi'icient to quenah the flame. The flame can
therefore continue to propagate indefinitely.
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Table ~

Dimensions in em of tube systems

Arrangement HI IJ KL
.-

i 7.6 16.5 63.5
ii 12.7 34.5 63.5

I gnitar near iii 12~7 46.0 63.5
iv 12.7 79.0 63.5

open end v J.2.7 122 63.5
vi 12.7 153 63.5

of tube vii 12.7 305 63.5
viii 30.5 452 6305

ix 30.5 790 231
:x: 30..5 1140 262

Igniter near xi 8.9 11.4 68.5

I
olosed end xii 7,,6 16.5 71.0

of' tube Jdii 8''-9 34.5 63.5
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